
May 11, 2020                   Via Zoom 
  

WESTPORT BOARD OF EDUCATION 
 

SPECIAL MEETING 
 

REVISED AGENDA * 
 

(Agenda Subject to Modification in Accordance with Law) 
 

SPECIAL NOTICE ABOUT PROCEDURES FOR THIS ELECTRONIC MEETING: 
Pursuant to the Governor’s Executive Order No. 7B, there will not be a physical location for this 
meeting. This meeting will be held electronically and live streamed on westportps.org and shown on 
Optimum Government Access Channel 78 and Frontier Channel 6021.  
 
PUBLIC CALL TO ORDER 
5:30 p.m., Held Remotely Via Zoom Pursuant to Executive Order 7B 
 
EXECUTIVE SESSION: Interview Candidate for Assistant Superintendent for Pupil Personnel Services 
 
RESUME PUBLIC SESSION//PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 
7:00 p.m., Held Remotely Via Zoom Pursuant to Executive Order 7B 
     
DISCUSSION/ACTION 
 
1.  Possible Appointment of Assistant Superintendent for Pupil   Dr. David Abbey 

Personnel Services     
 
DISCUSSION  
 
1. Review of Superintendent Entry Plan, pages 1-22   (Encl.) Ms. Candice Savin 

 
2. Board Goals for 2020-2021 School Year, page 23  (Encl.) Ms. Candice Savin 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
 
* A 2/3 vote is required to go to executive session, to add a topic to the agenda of a regular meeting, or to start a new topic after 10:30 p.m. 
The meeting can also be viewed on Cablevision on channel 78; Frontier channel 6021 and by video stream @www.westportps.org 
 



To: Westport Board of Education Members 

From: Thomas Scarice, Incoming Superintendent of Schools 

Date: May 6, 2020 

Re: Strategic Entry Plan Concept for Consideration 

I would like to thank the Board in advance for their consideration of the concept of a formal strategic 
entry plan for the initial year (2020-2021) of my tenure as the new Superintendent of the Westport 
Public Schools.  If designed skillfully, and executed effectively, a formal strategic entry plan can establish 
trust and credibility across stakeholders in the wider school community, while arriving at a mutual 
understanding of the organization’s culture, and past and present successes and challenges.   
 
Honoring this critical stage of leadership transition with a formal strategic entry plan can catapult the 
system in the long-term towards the common goal of higher levels of performance for all stakeholders.  
A formal 2020-2021 strategic entry plan can lay the foundation for organizational renewal in the form of 
a future long-term comprehensive district strategic plan that captures the system’s enduring aspirations 
in subsequent years.  

 
While this plan will represent the essence of the district’s primary strategy for the 2020-2021 school 
year, I would like to assure the Board that I will simultaneously execute a commonly agreed upon entry 
plan while performing the expected duties and responsibilities  associated with leading the school 
district, including any urgent needs before us.  The past couple of years have presented a number of 
challenges to the district.  That said, with appropriate input from the Board and the leadership team, I 
will include these pressing needs in any specific transition goals outlined in the formal strategic entry 
plan.  
  
This memo will be structured with the following components: 

• Introduction/Context 
• Essential Strategic Question 
• Rationale/Purpose of a Strategic Entry Plan 
• Components of a Strategic Entry Plan (Phases/Timeline, Transition Goals, Outcomes, Initiatives) 
• Future Actions 
• Exhibits 

 
Introduction/Context 
Public schools are complex systems.  Public schools in the 21st Century are infinitely more complex than 
those in previous generations.  In his book, “Out of the Crisis” (1986), renowned engineer and 
management consultant, Dr. W. Edward Deming, defined a system as a “network of interdependent 
components that work together to try to accomplish a common aim”.  
 
The aim of public schools has evolved exponentially in the information age.  The demands of the global 
economy, the complexities of citizenship, and the necessity of constant, continual learning in the 
modern era have all conspired to push the public school agenda to new levels.   
 
Additionally, in public schools, the “network of interdependent components“ as defined by Deming can 
work at cross purposes if a common aim and strategy are not defined and arrived at through mutual 
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understanding within all levels of the system, from the classroom to the central office administration 
and Board of Education.  To complicate matters further, perhaps the only certainty about the future is 
uncertainty (i.e. economic, cultural, technological, ecological, etc.).  
 
To confront these challenges, public schools must commit to the continual and never-ending 
improvement of the system while capably adapting to change and rethinking problems in new ways 
which produce solutions that matter and last.  Undoubtedly, this commitment to continual and never-
ending improvement can only be initiated and sustained through leadership from the superintendent 
and governance through the Board of Education. 
 
Essential Strategic Question 
To frame this challenge, an essential strategic question to consider is: 

• If we must continually change, adapt, and improve our system to confront the challenges of 
educating in the 21st Century, how do we position the district to do so effectively at this critical 
stage of leadership transition?   

 
Rationale/Purpose of a Strategic Entry Plan 
Changes in leadership can produce great excitement, but also great confusion and anxiety.  As the new 
leader it is tempting to plunge into the work of the district and reflexively act to solve problems with the 
superficial information available at hand.  The most unsuccessful inductions to new leadership positions 
are historically fraught with casual, incoherent information gathering approaches that lead to immediate 
actions, but more often than not, bad decisions.   
 
For this reason, I recommend an inclusive, systematic, and transparent approach through a formal 
strategic entry plan that will engage a broad spectrum of stakeholders, enabling me the immediate 
extraordinary opportunity to establish trust and credibility of my leadership on a personal level.  Such an 
in-depth inquiry would provide me with a thorough understanding of: 

• deeply-held values and norms of individuals,  
• the networks of relationships and alliances across the system, and  
• the esoteric forces that account for individual or group behavior while uncovering hidden 

conflicts and perceptions.   
  
Behavior never lies.  As the newly appointed instructional leader of the Westport Public Schools, it is 
incumbent on me to begin the process of establishing trust and credibility while developing strong 
professional relationships.  In fact, the prospect of this opportunity excites me a great deal.  However, a 
superficial, selective approach to my initial interpersonal interactions, without full regard for the 
countless individuals and interest groups within and across the broader school community, could 
present a potentially fatal discrepancy between my words and actions, thus my integrity.   
 
It is my belief that leaders ultimately fail based more on who they truly are, rather than what they do.  If 
I am perceived to be lacking in integrity, this perception will become a reality for the stakeholders I serve 
as the leader.  A misstep of this magnitude would definitively compromise my ability to lead the 
Westport Public Schools to peak levels of performance.   
 
In short, a formal strategic entry plan would offer collaborative learning activities that produce trust and 
credibility while generating necessary accurate information to inform long-term strategic planning 
recommendations and decisions.   
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Components of a Strategic Entry Plan (Phases/Timeline, Transition Goals, Outcomes, Initiatives) 
A formal strategic entry plan would replicate the features of a comprehensive, long-term, 3-5 year 
strategic plan.  A draft entry plan for 2020-2021 would include multiple phases over the course of the 
year, as well as specific transition goals, outcomes and initiatives.   

• Phases/Timeline 
o Phase I 

 Introduction to the School Community   
 July 1, 2020-August 31, 2020 

o Phase II 
 Listen and Learn to Understand:  Systematically Generate Data 
 September 1, 2020-December 31, 2020 

o Phase III 
 Make Sense of Data:  Private to Public Sense-Making Meetings/Presentations 
 January 1, 2021-March 31, 2021 

o Phase IV 
 Engage and Plan:  “Revisioning” of District, Refresh District Vision/Mission, 

Development and Board Adoption of Comprehensive Long-Term Strategic Plan 
 April 1, 2021-August 1, 2021 

 
• Transition Goals 

Clear, specific transition goals communicate a commitment to action.  The draft goals I would 
like the Board to consider would serve to ensure a successful transition while enabling 
opportunities for establishing trust and generating valuable, accurate data and evidence about 
the system.  In addition, I would suggest the inclusion of goals to address the pressing, urgent 
matters before the community (i.e. reopening of schools, facilities issues, etc.). The number of 
goals ought to be ambitious, but manageable.  Perhaps five or so goals would be appropriate. 
 
Some examples of goals could include: 

o Develop and strengthen the Board of Education/Superintendent relationship to enable 
effective structures and agreements to guide future planning and decision-making 

o Develop and execute a comprehensive plan to reopen schools in the fall with fully 
developed emergency plans in the event of future prolonged school  closures 

 
These sample goals serve only an illustrative purpose.  They are not intended to be exemplars.  I 
would propose that I draft and submit for Board consideration, goals for the 2020-2021 school 
year as part of a formal strategic entry plan.  These draft goals would be considered over the 
coming weeks with final consensus by July 1, 2020. 
 

• Outcomes 
Outcome measures are critical to the success of goals.  These measures provide signals to 
stakeholders with regards to progress of the plan.  In addition, such measures inform mid-
course adjustments when appropriate. 
 
For the purposes of a one year strategic entry plan, outcome measures may be more oriented 
towards the completion of specific tasks.  An appropriate mix of quantitative and qualitative 
measures would be considered.   
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A measure for the illustrative goal above aimed towards developing and the strengthening 
Board of Education/Superintendent relationship could be demonstrated by the successful 
completion of a series of retreats memorialized in written norms and agreements about general 
rules of behavior, communication flow, and decision-making.  
 
Again, I would propose that I draft and submit for Board consideration, outcome measures for 
the draft goals as part of a formal strategic entry plan.  These draft outcome measures would 
also be considered over the coming weeks with final consensus by July 1, 2020. 
 
 

• Initiatives 
Initiatives are the engine that put the strategy into action.  Management consultant Paul Niven 
explains in his strategic planning book “Balanced Scorecard:  Step by Step”(2002) that initiatives 
are projects with a finite start and end date.  Initiatives are meant to put the organizational 
strategy into action.   
 
Finally, a coordinated set of targeted initiatives would be presented for Board consideration to 
support the goals of the strategic entry plan.   

 
Future Actions 
In summary, if designed skillfully, and executed effectively, a formal strategic entry plan for the 2020-
2021 school year would address the urgent issues before the Board and wider school community while 
positioning the entire system to approach the development and implementation of a comprehensive 
long-term strategic plan encompassing the subsequent 3-5 years.  This draft timeline would culminate 
with Board consideration on a draft long-term strategic plan during the summer of 2021.  
 
Exhibits 
Included in this packet are two sample superintendent entry plans from out of state districts.  These 
samples are explicitly included as illustrative examples and not intended to serve as exemplars.   
 
Exhibit A:  Berkeley County Schools, Superintendent Patrick K Murphy, Ed. D 
Exhibit B:  Federal Way Public Schools, Superintendent Dr. Tammy Campbell 
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From:   Candice Savin, Chair 

To: Board of Education 

Re: Areas of Focus Suggested by Board Members  

 

The following is a list of areas of focus proposed by members of the Board of Education for discussion, in 

no particular order: 

1) Continue to evaluate and improve distance learning 

2) Detailed plan for reopening of school in September 

3) Budget – look for ways to be more efficient without impacting quality  

4) Budget – can we move to a budgeting process that delivers 2 or 3 year plans?  Show direction 

we are going? 

5) Long term use of facilities – holistic evaluation of how we use our facilities/what will serve us 

best in the future – redistricting/grade configuration/what buildings we need/what changes we 

may need to buildings, etc. 

6) Assessment of special education program – address any achievement gaps, cost, staffing – set 

path forward 

7) Look at instructional minutes/school day at elementary schools – look at more interdisciplinary 

teaching of science, social studies, etc. 

8) Review of elementary school Spanish curriculum 

9) Review of middle school math pathways 

10) Evaluate and define role of instructional coaches across the district 

11) Evaluate potential to offer more robotics and stem at all 3 levels 

12) Review and updating of strategic plan 

13) Establish and implement a district communications plan 

14) Evaluate and implement ways to improve diversity education  

15) Establish metrics to track student progress for any new initiatives 

16) Establish 2 to 3 year capital plan 
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